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ENGLISH OBJECTIVES: SET# 1



WIT I

ih Uvo of the Library: cud the Procedures of Research

A course which at'vempts to t2ach how to organize thoughts and ex.-

prose them clearly assumes that thoro are thoughts to organize. Three

fundamental sources, it is commonly agreed, from which one receivoa stimuli

that activates thinking are experience, observation, tend what we are told
by others. The use of the library and the procedures of research ad-
dross themselves to the ,third source, what vse aro told by others. The

e.xporiences, observations, and thoughts of paoplo, who either lived in
the pact, or viho are contelnporaries, can be found in books. The library
houses data which has been recorded by these by men. $ earchins out,,

reading, and evaluating the writings of others is a method Lich can be
used to help organize one's own thoughts into clear rad coherent statements.
The library is the institution, and the procedures of research a tool vhich
are used in the pursuit of this goal.

9311221tre.A,

I. GOAL: The student will learn how to use the library.
Objective 1: During class, at a designated time., the student trill

go to the Santa Lonica City Collozo Library. do willlocate and identify at least sixasferenco books. Hotrill also note the location and identify periodicals
pertinent to the fields of literature, history, science,
mathematics, political science, and econopics. Time allotted 1 km,

Objective 2: In class, the student iri1l mak° a list of four re-
ference books in the SPCC Library, identity, locate, and
explain the emphasis of each of the books. 30 minuteswill be allotted for the exercise.

Objective 3: In class, the student write a list of at least
three kinds of indexes locatd in the MCC Library,
give their location, and cle3Cribe, the kind of matoris.1
found in each one. Each reforence v4ill contain 50-75
words. Time allotted for the Errs in;; will be 30 rainutos.



Objective 4: In clasvi tho student trill identity., orally, one
pop 111;4' periodical zuld one scholarly periodical from
the fielde of literature, history, science, mathematics,
political ccienee, and oconoraics which are obtainable
in Vac V,110 Libre ry. real student till have 5 rainutoa
for the oral proventztion.

II. GOAL: Tao atudent beC0143 acquainted with the procedures
of reeearch.

Objective 5: Outside of clan, the student 1.111 prepare a bibliography
of at least five references on ONE of the following:
Hubert Huuphroy, Nelson Rockefeller, Eugene Vearthy,
Richaed Nixon, or Ceorco C. Wallace. The bibliography
iv to bo prepared on 41x6 cards and according to a
specified form.

Objective 6: In class, the student will write an essay of 200-500
vlords on the topic, "The Lan I Would Like to See
Elected ?ran:Ia.:eat in the Next Election." Student is
to choose front one of the following: Hubert Eurzbrey,
Nelson nockefeller, Euone 1,.:e0t.trthy, Richard Nixon, or
George C. Yiallaco. Essay is to include at least three
reasons for and evidence to support the choice. Timo
allotted for writing situ be 50 minutes. Students will
be given a week's notice before the actual writing.

Objective 7: Outside of class, the student will prepare a biblio.graphy
on Ernest Hemingway fx ri. the card catalog of the &ICC
Library. Bibliographical material is to be prepared on
4x6 cards and according to a specified form.

Objective 8: Outside of class, the student will read Ernest
Hemingoayis novel, T Sgn Also Rises, and prepare a
research paper on SOLIO aspect of the novel. The paper
is to be typed., double-spaced, havo from 1000-2500.7;:ords,
and follow rilio ISA Style Sheet form. Paper is to be
handed in. one Ileok before final examinations. The paper
will be asseseed according to organization, clarity of
expression, and kind of material offered as evidence, to
support the thesis.

Criterion of performance is 9a, nith the exception of Objective S. Research
papers must to turned in for the student to receive a grade of "0" or better.



UNIT II

Fthoterl..0 and thrt, 1,erarranhNaloom...4.; e es

Rhetoric is a dlecIpLIno which deals 7.1.th tire kinds of vritins. One

kind or writing is callcd representational and its essential features aro

narration end description. Another kind of valet:mg is the tne tide; ill

CallOtt. CILSCureirc writing and its essosltial features aro exposition and

argukacntat:ion. Discursive Inviting, the one with which zp.1 riill be rainly

..concorned, proc:iteds logically from topic to topic and eattons from

premise to cvnausion, or from particulars to generalizations. The

paragraph is tho natural unit of discursive viriting. zthility. to

Analyze end construct Twitter). mterial which is expository or arcurentative

is an it task.

Objectives

I. Coat iiho student will be able to construct ea organized
paragraph.

Objective 1: In class, the student will be givt a Emu!) of topic
sentences from which he will ehooto one and then
write a ix1ragraph t. at developr:,..ent in specificity.
The paragraph is to end ril.th :-Asn appropriate con-
clusion. Tne parazraph vrill contain 50-100 words.
Tim allotted will be 15 rainutes.

Objoctivo 2: In class, the studfmt will write five thesis sentences.
Erich sentc,Ince '.l.11 contain a =tin thouzht and a com-
ment on the thou4ht. Each sentence is to have from
15-50 words. 15 ninutes will. be tailored for the
exercise.

Objective 3: In clans, the student till arrance the following
group of sc.ntence3 accord :mg to increasing specificity«
20 minutes vill ix: allowed to cozpiete the exorcise.

Objective 4; In class, the student till write an essay explaining why
ho chow a particular ordering of sentences in a
paragraph as the most logical. The stackInt 17111 rive
as cvidmco for his clwice, zhero appropriate, the uso
of dofinition, ccplanation, 07,:te.nded illustrations,
analocy, 0:::-.1:3arier.-ia and coatro St, restritc.IleAt tad
amplification. a.say is to haw: from 10,5-300 words.
TiEta allotbd for writinz will be 110 minutes.



11 COAL:

Objective 5:

Objoctivo 0:

Objective 7:

The student v1ll learn ca to anelpe an cow.
In clans, studeat t i,il list and define, inwri1,11,11 sevIn nvircelent3 11743.0 test thereliability of evideLca presented to support rt1.2h aerial:Lion will izzyn from26-Z5 tordo. Time alto for the e:toreisorill be 20 1.i.::thutes.

tnw 7,111 b ,Av3/41-11 three paragraphs inar he will orallu the re: cionsutij tic paravaphs aro ziritt(o la (o. 241.11ty ina:AnerMe student will have. 5 minutee to inuize hispresentatiort. ii E tudeat will ideatify it leastthiw tlu ptwazraphs.
Outside of ci s, the stud cat will reed c, groupof ar:AzAwd etuu to ela3i; pea-,,rnd tz,rite a critical analysis of one of the essays

:14.: rouit out the 74.7.111thez4s, dia..u:lo the. marmor iu Width the authorprza,:ints is ovtder,:za 1.1 3UPpAs ef las 'Lhosts, andevaunte tho conclusion.
A week's notice will be given to prepare for thisobject:Ave. The book c.:)e.taintez the 4;ssay may bedopened in claea. lime allotted for writimsto 40 Irlivil;tcs., Analysis will be af.33e:Ised accordto or and clarity of expression. Lawwill contain 100-30'3 .v.;:irds.



UNIT III

Imam, p.aa j2.1.1:11.2a

Language is a memo or cow. aunication. In a society such as ours,

leihen new knowledge of every kind seeks to communicate, the medium of

.Communication becomes a complex device. New words, memings, and symbols

constantly appear to communicate information. Thus, language operates

as a flexible instrument which changes and grows as new demands are made

on it. In order to evaluate 3that. Tie read it is necessary to know Vasa

language: is and what it does. Tae.basic ideas of leaguage, what it.' is and

What it does, can be summed up as .follows:

(1) Spoken language' and written lantq.tage are different.

(2) Language, as a device of communication, preserveS a
common culture and .thereby perpetuatee and foetbrs.
civilization.

(3) Language is always in a state of change. Old words take
on new itleaniti US, new terms are introduced as the society
groms, and sounds, grairmatical structure, and usage also
change.

(4) Language includes special vocabularies in such nada as
the sciences, the social sciences, history, art, and
literature. There .specialized vocabularies attempt to
give elan new insigl.its into himself and the world around
him.

(5) Language acts to give man a sense of individuality as well
as a sense of membership in his society.

With thelee concepts in rind, it can be said that each language reflects

the history of its people and the institutions and cultural practices that

make up their way of life.

I. GOAL:

012,1L-ctives

The student will understand how rords and terms,
signs and symbols are given their meanings.

Objective 1: Outside of class, the student 17111 look up the word



"language" in a dictionary and come to clan rith
printed material (magazine, book, neespaper) exemplify-
ing three of .the meal ins of the rerd. The dictionary
to be need is one ehicle her; been designated as ac-
ceptable, at the beginning of the course.

Objective 2: Outside of class, the student will arrange a list of
words and to which rill be desiwated, according
to their claeelfication in the. field of study to which
they belong: science, social science, educations bus-
iness, and the hummities. Consult the dictionary if
any of the terns are unfareiliar.

II. GOAL: iho student will learn to differentiate between a
symbol and a sign.

Objective 3: In class, the student rill write a paragraph of 75-100
words defining the word "symbol" and describing its
relationship to a referent. The paragraph is to in-
aude examples of s.yrabols and evidenee that a given
symbol may mean something different in a culture other
than onr onn. Time allotted for writing be 50 minutes.
Paragraph rill be assessed on orgimization and clarity
of expression.

Objective 4: In class, the student eri.11 Inwite a paragraph of 75-100
words defining the word "sign" eend describing its re-
lationship to a referent. The paragraph it to include
examples of agns and evidence that a given siat may
have more than ono meaning. Time allotted for
,rill. be 30 minutes. Paper trill be assessed according
to organization and clarity or expression.

III. GOAL: The etudent will learn to differentiate between de-
notation and. connotation.

Objective 5: Outside of class, the stedent will make a list of ten
worde and use- eacti word in a sentence which illustrates
a denotati-vo me ping and in a sentence vaich illustrates
a connotative meaning. Denotative meaning a general, or
noneentional meaning and connotative illustrating that
a word produces or arouses emotional reveonses. Each
sentence is to contain 15-25 words.

Objective 6: In clogs, the student mill write an essay.of from
100.500 cords enlaining why)-elueuld like to be
described by one term and ne% another. liet of
terms :Till be supplied from which the student is to
choose. She of is to include the denotative
and 'connotative implications of the term. 50 mutes
mil/ be allotted for writing. A dictionary maybe
used to check the meaning of a term in question.



Objective, 7: Outise of class,. the student 17i11 read a group of
assiped ermys i.,i tick 1ic vi13.1 identify .terms and
expression that each author uses in order to direct
a point of view. 'ale student will bo prepared to
diseusa his findings, orally, in a class presentation.
!the student will have ten minutes to make his
presentation .

Objective 8: In clf.)...ss, the student will b3 given a group of vlord.F.
from Tthidi he will mite an essay discuesing the character
or personality raggestc4 of the person vtho coppiled the
grouping., -Essay is. to contain from 100-200 Words..
SO minutes will be allotted for writing and a dictionary
may be liead.

:Objective 9: In cle.ss, the student will bo given a list of words
end .he will write a clear dertaitio:n of each term and
a douaription of the connotatiors that have, so far,
developed around it.. .Lefinition and description sliotld
have from .50-75 words. 30 minutes be allotted for

Objective 10: Cutside of class, the student select. two published
criticisms of either a book, a movie, or a television
program and Wriik) are essay of 200-500 words showing
by detW.1, example, comparison, and contrast, which
excels in clarity and effectiveness of denotative and
connotative diction. One weeks s advanced notice will
be given for preparation of the essay.

Criterion of performance is 80%.



. UNIT 1V

Controlliry4

Moro is no known way to predict when an idea will take form in

the mind, no is there a knovin patter of the way in which ideas are

formulated. Thus, when an individual believes that he has en idea ono

of the ways in which he can communice.te his thought iv to preeent it in

a manner uhieh is corzonly practiced. That is to say that en external

order must bo applied to givo shape aad form io a concept so that it can

be cotmunicated. This external order is called reasoning, or logic. Two

kinds of reasoning, or logic, are as follows:

(a) dedvctive reasoning which starts with a generalisation,

classifies the general into specifics and drapis a conclusion from the

two premises.

(b) inductive reasoning be.gins with a hypothetical idea

and goes about gatheiine, information uhich mill ultimately prove or dis-

prove the initial hypothesis.

In order to reason correctly (=corvine to our culture) a particular

methodology is employed. Ilia unit mill explore, in a cursory manner, tha

methodology invol.ved in reasoning.

°11122ive3

I. GOAL: The student mill understand the devolopment and
methods of definition.

Objective 1: In clans, the stunent will write a paragraph of from
b0-76 words in which he will sot fortn en idea end
develop it. The student may make his own choice as
to the idea he wishes to davolop. The paragraph will
be aeseased according to orzanization and clarity of
expression. 20 minutes will be allotted for the
writing.

Objective 2: Outside of cl.,vs, the student will smite seven



individual parar,raphs. Each paragraph to contain from
r1-150 words, In each paragraph the stuclont Trill set
forth en idea and dowtlop it in terms of the following:

1) 6, logical or fear; al definition
a) v. definition by description
(5) a cie fin I tin by example
(4) e. definition by sraonyms
(5) a definition by ceraparisen
(6) a definition by contra:A or neLation
(7) a definition by ori.51.n., process, or growth.

The same idea racy* be used for each definition, or the
student ray usa different ideas for each definition.
rho paragraphs 11-i11 be assessed for clarity of ex-
mansion.

II. COAL: The student will become familiar with the procedure of
inductive rco.soning.

Objective 3: In class, the. student Trill donne and give an example,
icy wi tine, of the followin:

(a) evidence that is adequate
(h) evidence that. is rcic'iant
(c) evidence that is typical
(d) evidence that is up to data
(e) evideneo that is 'unprejudiced .

(f) evidence that is from a reliable witness
(1) evidence that reveals, or suggests, a

causal relationsdp.

Each definition and example is to .contain from 20-30
words. Paper Trill primarily be assessed according to
the kinds of exariples given. 40 minutes will be al-
lottcd for liriting.

Objective 4: In class, the student will be given three paragraphs
from which he will point out, orally, the underlying
assumption of afich. the student will be given 10
minutes to mice his presentation.

Objective 5: Ovitericle of claw.), the stuarmt will write an essay of
2004C0 words, on a topic to be assiped, demonstrat-
ing the technique of inductive reasoning. The paper
trill be asses:;ed accoran3 to orc,aniv.stion and the
validity of evidence presentee. to support the thesis.
One week's notice will be E.ivn for preparation.

III. COAL: the student will become. familiar vrith the method
employed in dr...cluotiv,.. reasoning.

Objective 6: In class, the, student will be given five paragraphs
from which ho construct, in writing, five
sylloaisms. Time allotted Trill be 50 minutes for
writing.
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U4IT

Eq2s, !lad Sent_ence Pattfmn

Histor5 cally, style is considered related. to four concepts: (1)

Ornament which sets for tIc idea that words ara the dress of thoughts;

2) The man which suizests that a mau's style reveals his temperament in

terms of virtues and ;Iva:classes; (5) fincerity vhich desicnates deep con

viction ns a criterion of style; (4) Craae r sic 2 posits the idea that style

is the "indefirable eacelleace a piece of flood .aritires has." There is

still a fifth acy in laiich elle can rozarct style and this unit :fill address

itself to style as en indioation of 'aver an author views his world and comes

to grips- with its problems. shin approach does not preclude the four

historical concepts, but merely provides them with a framework.

Related to style are tone and sfatence patterns. 'atone succests an

author's attitude toward his subject :Tatter and/or his audience. Three

kinds of tone can be described as impersonal, or objective point Q0 view;

informal 'which attempts to inclade the audience in a chatty manner; the

confessional, or °pentfear. :Jed approach. Ls the tone is related to the style,

so is the sentence+ pattern related to the tone. 'the distinction between

balanced sentences, loose sentences, and periodic sentences are intimately

connected with the attitude that al author taker to his subject matter and

his audience. For the purposes of this unit, ire shall coaslaar the

balanced sentence as one which indicates n analyticel tone related to a

pedagogical aprroach; the loose sentence as one which suE:zests a sceptical

tone and relates to a humaaistic approach; and the periodic sentence as

one vshich implies a firm tone related to an authoritarian approach.



X. GOAL:

. Objeotiv. 11

Objective 2:

Objective 5:

n. GOAL:

Objective 4:

Objective 5:

Objective Gs

III. Was

Objective 7:

121219.924yee

T14,,studont will be able to recognize probleme that
au,thore try to coma to grips with.

Outside of class, the student will read a group of
assigned eesays and Como to claso prepsavd to identify
the problem posed in e.ech oseey. Preeentation will
be oral and each vtudent /An have ten ninutes to make
his precentation.

In class, the student will identify* from a group of
assigned eseaya, the kind of problem an author ,poses
in Vales of Iteethor it is a private or public problem.
Positions taken tiil.l bo supported by evidence Vora
the text of the e: say, Presentations will be oral and
the student will be allowed ten minutes for his presentation.

In class, the etude nt rill write an essay of 150-250 words
in Ntich he will analyze a given piece of writing in
terms of the questien the author poses, the kind of
question it is (prIvate or public) and evaluate the
writing ao to its universal or specific: appeal.' State-
vents aro to be supported by textual evidence.
SO minutee will be allowed for writing.

The atudent will be able to differentiate the kinds of
tone used in written uorks.

Given two prose celections in claps, the student will
identify the tone of each and then discuss how the
tones are revealed« The student will give at lout
three reaS0118 and evideace to support the rearione for
each choice. Time allotted for eiriting will be 30 minutest.

Out,31,:te of class, the student will write an essa,y of
200-300 vords using either an impersonal tone, an in-
terval tone, or a confessional tone. A topic will be
assitaned one week before the away is due.

In class, ,vans two prose selections, the student will
idontif the tone of each selection, describe the menner
in which the author approachee the subject matter in
terne of conic, trazic, end/or ironic tone. 50 rdnutes
vill be allotted for writing.

The student will understand and differentiate between
kinds of sentence pattcrns

In class, the studont will be given a group of paragraphs
from Te'lich he will identify sentence patterns that am



balanced, loose, and/or periodical. The student trillgive two characteristics related to each choice made.50 minutes will be allotted for writing.
Objective 8: Outside of class, the student will write an essay of200-300 words, on an assiened topic, in which he willpose a problem, adopt a particular tone, or attitude,and USO sentence patterns that basically reflect thetone and deal appropriately with the problem. Thepaper will be assessed accordina to the difficult'of the problem the student attempts to come to gripswith and the organisation and clarity of the writing.

Criterion of performance is 80,S.

Handbook, pp. 500 -34?PrdinE; pp. 547-569; 503-506.

MEDIA
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Essentially, the short toy contains three elements of narrative

struoture, the nctrrative onbstanee, the narrator, or point of viva, car rd

the story fora. These° lemonts contain the following characteristics:

the narrative substaucc is the incident or event from vtaich the story

Ervws; the narrator is the character or yams who tells the story and

suzgests a particular point of view; the story torn is the organization

that unifies tho short story by givinz it shapes or design and the featr.ros

that characterize the oraanization are tho theme, the parts of the story which

go to mice up the whole, the tone, the symbols, motifs, and ireazes, and

pint of vievi trout which the story is told.

The short story unit is desiancd to prepare the student for uork in

iigliuh Reading and Composition 2.

I. GOAL:

Objeotive 1:

Objeotive 2:

Objective 5:

alscates
The student will be able to idvntify the character-
istio features of structure: in a short story.

outvido of class, the student till read a Lroup of
assizyled short stories end make Lutes on the narrative
structure, tho narrator, and story form of each of the
stories.

In class, the studzInt will orally identify and give
czaraples of the the= or an assigned short story.
10 minutes will be allotted for individual presentation.

Outside of class, the student will write an essay of
200-300 words in which he will identify and cAvo ex-
amples of either a syirbol, =tit', or rlyth that is
prevalent in an assJ47ned is sort story. itxa,a;p103 are
to be documented accorainz, to the forz Liven in The
LLA :1210:1 Choot. The papor 'will be assessed according
to orzanizatior. SifpiiiCaZICO of evidence prosontad
to support the thesis.



Objective 4: In class, the student rill write an essay of from

100450 words identifying tho narrator in an assigned

short story and vivo examples of his point of vier.

Open books may be used to give examples to support the

thesis of the essay. Time allotted for writing

be 50 ninutes.

Criterion of performance is eddi.



ENGLISH OBJECTIVES: SET# 2



Unit I

Pre-Assessment and Reldelf of Punctuation and Mechnnics of Spelling,
'VATItainfiTT:7775gti65t7g7" Wi77F-nrtirr 131777Til

Lall4WAMUNOWNIII timaawatmaareirsaewasamturraLVAI

All Peoples have language, and languages develop as speech. All liter-

ate Peoples have writing systems, which reflect and in some ways amplify oral

systems. In some ways, a writing system mny be more precise and revealing

than its corresponding oral system, making such words as girls and girl's

distinct. Writing systems reqtlire rules and mechanical conventions for

clear communica

Otacjiyes

I. Goal: The student will understand the importance of and be able to use

correct punctuation in sentences and compositions.

Objective: 1. Given in class an unpunctuated passage, the student

will insert all necessary narks of punctuation.

2. Given in class a list of sentences, the student
will insert the necessary punctuation narks.

II. Goal: The student will display his ability to write a composition with-

out the assistance of dictionary or other printed aids.

Objective: 3. In class, at the first meeting, the student will com-
pose a two (absolute minimum) to three (maximum) page

essay in ink on paper provided on which the topic will
be written. Paper must be clear, concise, and logical,

using correct gramar, nechanir3,, and punctuation.

The essay will not be given a letter grade nor will it

be returned. It will, however, determine your right
to remain in this class. Should your level of written
expression be such tilxt you cannot remain in the class,
the instructor will meet with you personally before

transferring you elsewhere. Do your very best:

III. Goal: The student will demonstrate his ability to follow directions.

Objective: 4.

Objective: 5.

On two sheets of paper which will be provided, the
student will carefully fellow all of the directions.

On a page of categories which will be provided, the

student will mark one of each which most "expresses"

him.



IV. Goal: The stuaent will know.the rules for the rechanics of Grammar,

Spelling, Capitalization, Apostrophe, Hyphen, and be able to

use them correctly.

Objective: 6. Outside of class, the student will review from the

textbook the sections on the Mechanics of Spelling,

Capitalization, Apostrophe, Hyphen, and others and

prepare the exercises A4 Co and D on pages 524-526.

Study the spelling words on page 527 and be prepared

for a class quiz on 100 of them.

Objective: 7. In class the student will.demonstrate his ability to

use the apostrophe, hyphen, and capitalization correct-.

ly in 25 sentences which he will be given.



Unit II

Rhetoric and the Para5!,rapli

"Rhetoric is the art by which discourse is adapted to its end."
-- George Campbell

Rhetoric, considered broadly as the art o f discourse, as the technique

of effective comnunication, is fundamental in education. Although its honor-

able ancestry extends from Classical Greece and Rome where it was one of the

pillars of education, it was later expanded to include all forms of discourse

and, recently, to emplasize writing. Today rhetoric embraces such related

subjects as grammar, logic, and usage. This course will stress rhetoric of

modern standard written English, attempting to provide guides for writing

and also demonstrating how the principles of good writing can be derived

from the analysis of successful prose.

Eact.ives

I. Goal: The student will understand what a topic sentence plus comment
("idea for a theme") is and be able to use one in a paragraph.

Objective: 1. In class, given three general topics, the student will
compose a topic sentence and a convent sentence for
each.

2. In class, given a topic sentence, the student will
cc/ATI:03c a 100-150 word paragraph, containing at

least two developed comment sentences.

3. Outside of class, the student will develop three
topic plus comment sentences which can be the basis
for composition of three essays of about 250 words
each.

4.
In class, given a paragraph lacking an opening sentence
the student will construct an appropriate topic sentence.

II. Goal: The student will understand the paragraph as definition, general-
ization, and relation and be able to demonstrate this understanding.

Objective: S. Given thrcc topic sentences in class, the student will
coPpose thrcc paragraphs which will he one of defini-

tion, classi2ication or description; one which involves
generalization;.and one which expands a relational



proposition.

III. Goal: The student will understand basic paragraph patterns and the
underlying structural devices of coordinationnnd subordination.

Objective: 6. In class, given several sample paraLraphs varying in
structure, the student will analyze each in terms of
topic, subtorjic9 development, and conclusion by label-
ling each sentence as to which part of the structure
it is.

7. Given a paragraph in class which is disorganized, the
student will reconstruct it into an organized para-
graph, with topic sentence and orderly plan of develop-
ment, utilizing coordination. and subordination.

IV. Goal: The student will be able; to distinguish fact from judgment,
general from specific, and will understand the principles of
analogy and amplification, comparison and contrast.

Objective: 8. Outside of class* the student will construct two para-
graphs--cne of which *will be factual, citing particulars,
examples, and illustrations; the other will be judg-
rental or general in its topic sentence but willexplain
its gen eral observations in terms of specifics.

9. Using the topic sentences which you developed in
Objective 3, the student will construct three com-
pletely developed paragraphs, using analogy in one,
comparison and contrast in another, and amplification
in the third--to be done in class.

10. Given ter... examples cf the rhetorical devices of ex-
trInded illustration, analogy, comparison/contrast,
restatement/amplificotion the student will identify
them accordingly.

V. Goal: The student will understand the concepts of coherence and contin-
uity and their importance in the paragraph. He will be able to
write a coherent paragraph with continuity, using the structural
devices of repetition, word. order, and transitional words.

Objective: 11. Given a paragraph in class lading coherence and con-
tinuity, the student will rewrite it, improving this
deficiency.

12. Outside of class, the student will write a 250-350 word
theme in which he will use at least five of the rhetopi
ical devices learned in this unit. Include a good
topic sentence and comuent, paragraphing development,
and definition and illustration, in addition to the
ether devices.



Unit III

Oreani zat ion

Composition is, in essence, a process or imposing order, or organization.

All writers have the saw° words at their dieposal. The problem is to put them

into pattern

which is th

invent rat

order.

0--setences, paragraphs, chapters, hoes. In e3pository writing,

typo the student is doing in this course, the writer does not

rial or make up facts; retlier, he finds them and pe.s them in

converts his raw material into a creation of his own by organiz-

ing details to suit his particular purposes. Material can be ordered in

almost infinite ways to suit the'purposes and ,vain ideas of different writers.

In 1onger compcsitions paragrayhs are oreered into a pattern similar to the

manner

parag

othe

the

ci

in which senterces are ordered to focus on the topic sentence of a

raph. The same coherence sought in paragraphs by use of transition and

r devices are used in the longer paper to give it continuity. Most of

following objectives, therefore, simply extend and elaborate basic prin-

ples already considered for the paragraph, with the introduction of techniques

eful for organizing more extensive material than for a single paragraph.

Objectives

1. Goal: The student will understand and be able to apply the techniques

of analysis and classification.

Objective: 1. In class the student will identify ten examples of

analysis es used in writing, from selections provided,

of temporal, institutional, argument, parts of pro-

cess, characterizing, or literary analysis.

2. In class, given a list of five broad subjects, the

student will narrow them by analysis and then will

write a theme sentence for each in which he announces

the subject of the proposed essay and giVes sufficient

indication of the basis on which the analysis lias made.

3. Given several lists of items of classification, the

student will indicate one item in each which is incfloiiIs

ten, because it' has not been classified on the sane basis

as the other items.



I. Objective: 4. Given two paragraphs, in class, the student will ident:TY

one as an example of analysis and one as classification,
enumerating the reasons for his decisions.

IT. Vf+Pl: The stWent will undorstand the various types of writing organ-

ization and the use of the outline as tool for such organization.

Objective: S. Given in class exanples of chronological, spatial and
logical organization, the student will be able to recog-
nize each type, and state the reason for his decision.

6. In class, given an essay of several paragraphs, the
student will outline it, Tatting sure to record the
classification of raterial and its arrangement to
reveal coordination and subordination.

7. Outside of class, the student will read assigned
essay and then correctly outline it.

III. Goal: The student will understand how transitions, introductions,
and conclusions reveal the organization of a composition and

be ableto applythem to conpositions.

Objective: 8. Given several sample short essays in class, the student

will indicate which of their sentences provide the
introduction, transition, and conclusicn.

9. Outside of class, the student will write a composition

of 250350 words, using the organizational skills

learned in this unit, making certain to provide an
adequate introduction, transitions, and conclusion.
He will first outline his essay and work from the outline

in ;pis development. The corposition rust be submitted

with the outline attached.



Unit rip

COntrollinn Ideas
1110114,10041

Writing requires thinking, but se must think dbout something. Reason-

ing is involved in thinking; ovderly reasoning requires definition, induction,

and deduction; all the processes are present and work together. They are

essential to the kinds of techniquc.ts considered earlier in the proceeding

unitsthe framing of a main idea or the establishment of a proposition

through the development or an idea. All conUne to make thought a kind of

Chain of reasoning. In order to produce clear writing, the links must be

kept untangled.

Objectives

Goal: The student will understand definition in writinz, how it is

developed, and be able to apply it in composition.

Objective: 1. Given a list of six toms, the student, outside of
class, will define them in cmplete sentences, using
three different methods of definition for each.

2. Given simple passages of rhetorical and scientific
definition: logical or formal, description, exarpn
comparative and metaphorical, by contrast or negation,
by orit.in, process, or growth, the student will indi-
cate which is exemplified and whether or not it is

adequate. This will be done in class with the aid of

the textbook.

It. Goal:: The student will unt!erstand the use of inductive reasoning in
writing and the importance e relevant, reliable evidence to sup-
port inductive generalization and hype theses.

Objective: 3. Outside of class, using the textbook definitions, the
student will secure exanplos of (I) inadequate evi-
dence, (2) irrelevant evidence, (3) typical evidence,

(4) evidence not up to ante; (5) prejudiced evidence,
(6) unreliable evidence, (7) causal or coincidental

evidence. These nay be extracted from media such as
newspapers, magezines, etc., or they may be constructed

by the student.

4. In class, given a series of sentences or statements, the

student mill induce from then a paragraph for which they

prolde relevant evidence. Ve will make certain that



the topic sentence defines the theses and that the con-

clusion is logica and appropriate, with irrelevant

items eliminated.

III. Goal: The studert will understand logic or deductive reasoning as a

thought pecess and be able to apply peneralizations (deduce)

to support specific cases in composition.

Objective: S. b. class, tLe studont will he prepared to orally dis-

cuss and define deduction and induction, describing

hew the process or thiOina utilizes both processes

in a logical procedure.

6. Outside of class, the student will formulate three

valid syllogisms, each one including a mnjor premise,

rinor premise, end a conclusion. The syllogism must

be true as well as valid.

7. In class, the student will identify from a list of ten

syllogisms those which are valid because they contain
pi-wises vbich are true, clear, and stable.

8. Given a paragraph, in class, the student will identify

the syllogism, although its premises are assured and

not formally stnted, Oich is the wry deduction usually

works in expository writing.

9. Outside of class, the student will compose a 3S0-500

word essay demonstrating his learning of this unit's

rtetori.cal devices of induction, deduction, and defin-

ition, supporting conclusions with reliable:evidence

and with logic. Prom the list of controversial topics,

the stn.:tent is to select ene, using half of his compo-

sition to argue one side of the issue and the other

half to oxrcund the other siee. Toth arejiments shall

be so well supported that the student's personal bias

reTains unrevealed.



Unit V

Sentence Rhetoric

All languages are composed of units of various sizes, most frequently

of three sorts: small units of meaning (words), extended compositions, and

intermediate
combinations of words or other semantic units (sentences). They

can be studied in tim ways: the way they are made and the way they work,

which is ratz...2nar; or the way they may be appropriately used to suit the

needs of speaker or writer, a study which is called rhetoric. This course,

which is chiefly concerned with writing, discusses grammar primarily as

grammar illuminates rhetoric.

alsctives.

I. Goal: The student will un&rstand the concept of grarnar and be familiar

with sonic of the approaches to it.

Objective: 1. In class, given 25 true/false statements, the student

will correctly answer a minimum of 20 on grammar con-

cepts and approaches, as discussed in his textbook.

II. Goal: The student will understand the function and construction of a

"kernel sentence" and be able to identify it in compositions.

Objective: 2. In class, given ten sentences, the student will

identify in each its subject, verb, complement
(subject or object), and modifier.

3. In class, given a list of sentences, the student

will identify their verbs as intransitive, transitive,

or linking verbs.

4. In class, given a list of sentences, the student will

indicate whether they contain object or subject comple-

rents.

S. Given a list of sentence fragments, the student will

identify which are successful and inteneed for special
literary effect, and which are unsuccessful and reflect

carelessness or ignorance of the English sentence pat-

terns, and thus are in error.

III. Goal: The student will understand the function of predication and be

able to use it correctly in themes.



Objective: 6. Outside of class, the student will rewrite the sentences

in Exercise 13 of the textbook, page 221, using active

verbs and concrete subjects instead of the abstract

form us given.

7. Given a list of sentences in class, the student will

revise and rewrite those which contain faulty predica-

tion, so that subject, verb, and complement work to-

gether. The first step must be recognition of the

main kernel of each sentence.

8. Outside of class, the student will select five sentences

from his own previous essays and improve the predication,

submitting both the original sentence and the rev; sett

one. He will concentrate particularly on changing ab-

stract to specific subjects, appropriate to the verbs,

which should be vigorous.

IV. Goal: The student will tmderstand variations in sentence patterns, espec-

ially the concepts and use of expletives and passive constructions

and be 'able to apply them in composition.

Objective: 9. Given a list of sentences, in class, the student will

rewrite them, changing those which contain expletives

to normal order of subject, verb, complement; changing

those in normal word order to expletives.

10. Given, in class, a list of sentences using the pasgve;

the student will indicate which ones represent the

special situations when it is properly used and which

weaken the prose. He will 1'6er/to the sentences which

are weak, putting them in better form.

11. In class, the student will write an essay of approxi-

mately 250 words in which ho will incorporate both the

passive and expletive constructions at least twice each.

V. Goal: The student will unJerstand the concepts of coordination and paral-

lelism in sentences and be able to apply in copositicns.

Objective: 12. Given a list of sentences, in class, the student will

rewrite them, coordinating two or more into complete,

coherent sentences.

13. Given a list of sentences, in class, the student will

indicate which ones contain faulty parallelism and

rewrite them in correct form.

14. Given a list of sentences, in class, the student will

rewrite then, using the more economic form of compari-

son, making sure the structure is parallel also.

VI. Goal: The student shall understand the principles of sUbordinationand

modification and be able to use then correctly.

Objective: 15. In class, the .student will be provided a list of sen-

tences in groups which he will carbine into single



I

sentences,

VI. Objective: 161 In class, the student will revise a list of sentences
in order to make modifications clear and logical.

17. Using textbook, pagos 275-276, outside of class, the
student will compose a thorie from the facts given,
subordinating as many details as the iaterial warrants.
The length of composition will be 250-350 words.

VII. Goal: The student shall understand the concept of coherence within a
sentence and the manner in which function words, reference and
agreement devices promote coherence.

Objective: 16. The student will combine from a list provided in class,
each of a pair of clnuses into different sentences,
as nany as possible, varying meanings or shades of
meaning by varying conjunctions or conjunctive adverbs.
Ile may change the order of the clauses and make neces-
sary changes in forms of words.

19. The student will revise, in class, sentences from a
list provided, correcting any examples of illogical
word reference.

20. From a list of senterces, in class, the student will
fill in for each blank the appropriate present tense
form of the verb in parentheses.

21. In class, from a given list of sentences, the student

will choose one of two pronouns which agrees in number
with the collective noun to which it is antecedent.

22. Outside of class, the student will write a composition
of 350-500 words, in which he will attempt to incor-

porate as many as possible of the concepts learned in

this unit. These are: correct sentence patterns,
expletive and passive construction, coordination,
subordination, parallels, modification, coherence,

and correct predication.



Unit VI

Style

Style is the name given to the particular cot bination of characteristics

that gives any piece of writing its distinctionthat differentiates it from

other writing.. Style is the "cheractee of writing. It includes all that

has been discussed thus far in this course and that will be discussed in

subsequent uni

are content, n

s. To some degree, "style is the man." Fundamental to it

atter, seening, inforvation. The some habits that produce

clear thinking also promote good writing style, which requires both knowledge

of a subject aid knowledge of languagewhat it is, how it works, how it can

be used. One of the most important of the many ways in which a writing style

develops is from readinv. Many great writers such as Chaucer, Robert Louis

Stevenson, Alexander Pope, and Banjamin Franklin learned by direct imitation

of the style of others.

Otactiza

Goal: The student will understand style, being able to recognize its

variations and how it is achieved. Ile will be able to compose

essays in styles appropriate to content, to achieve desired effect.

Objective: 1. Outside of class, the student will select paragraphs

from three different essays (selected either from

Contexts for Corposition, a newspaper columnist known

T677171171fTrailit7, or front a novel). He will type

these paragraphs, and will analyze each briefly in

terms of the type of style it represents, such as
emphatic, rhythmic, intentionally choppy, etc.

2. Given a list of sentences in class, the student will

ideniify them as either cumulative or periodic in

Me.
Given a student theme, in class, the student will re-
write it, inproving its style in any way he can, paying

particular attention to clarifying and emphasizing
relations between ideas by subordination.

II. Goal: The student will understand the manner in which style grows both

from point of view and tone or attitude of the irriter.



I

Objective: 4. The stueents, in class, will orally compare two para-
graphs on the same subject, in terms of how they differ
in point of view.

5. The students, in class, viii orally compare two paragraphs
on the same subject, in terms of how they differ in tone.

6. Outside of class, the student will construct six sane,-

tences, one for each of the types of tone: Objective,
formal, informal, emphatic or enthusiastic, under-
statement, and ironic.

7. Outside of class, the student will fellow the instruc-
tions on page 341 of the textbook, Exorcise 19, which
embodies and applies his knowledge of style as it is
exaggerated by parody.

8. Given six paragraphs in class? the student will identify
the style and tone of each, tlring the reasons for his
identifications in short statements.

9. Outside of class, the student will write a composition
of 350-500 words, in which he adapts a particular stance
and tone appropriate to it, which incorporates his learning
about style from this unit. The topic will be a re-
view of several television commercials that the stu-
dent has carefully observed.

I

Yi



Unit .VII

WorOs

"Words are the most powerful drug used by mankind,"
--RIK:yard Kipling

To write well a reader rust be acutely sensitive and perceptive. But,:

he must also have vocabulary to express these perceptions. Modern an needs

words as the tools with which he speaks and writes. Reading is the source

for a large vocabulary. This part of the course deals with language, the

possession of which differentiates rnn from the aniimls.

Obiectivea
esINANasssoaaesiswasortsso

1. Goal: The student will understand the nature of language and its history.

Objective: 1. Outside of class, the student will write a 250-350 word
composition tracing; the origin and development of the

modern English language.

2. Outside of. Ongs, ming the Oxford English Dictiona
the student will select threrroots from tie fist o
indo-European bases on pages 364-365 of the textbook,
for which he will find 25 derived. cognates in Modern

English.

3. Outside of class, using either, the Oxford nictlz.z. of
Enllish EtymologLor Webster's New is
te=ireicz.""7=guage the stuc,= riffr17617-7117771e'

75707717171rFet a words which will be provided. Pe
will indicate-how their meanings have changed, marking
them G (generalization), S (specialization), or P-
(figure of speech), depending on how the meaning seems
to have developed.

II. Goal: The student shall understand and appreciate the need for and
value of having a good dictionary and being able to use it effec-

tively.

Objective: 4. Using Exercise 21 on page 388 as guide, the student
will inspect library copies of at least three larger
dictionaries referred to on page 36S of the textbook,
and, outside of class, will write a 250 -word essay
.describing their features and comparing their values,
incorporating at least ten new words, not previously
a part of his vocabulary. These words are to be under-
scored and briefly but adequately defined on a separate
page.



III. Goal: The student will understand how Wards conamicate.meaning, the
various types of words wallabies and be able to use them

effectively in compositions.

Objective: S. Given a passage in class, the student will identify
and define tho figurative or metaphorical expressions
it contains.

Given an essay in class, the student will identify at
least five examples of connotative meaning of words or
expressions which cause the essay to be "slanted."

7. Outside of class, the student will revise the passage
in .Section G on page 395 of the textbook, as directed,
making sure that metaphorical and connotative expres-
sions are included.



Unit VIII

The Puezrth Paper

Research or investigation directed to the discovery of new knowledge

both initiates and supports much in today's society. Research as conceived

by scholars and scientists requires experience and background and tine.

The student in the bcginnin writing course cannot hope to contribute new

knowledge to the world; but he can practice basic methods of resercht to

prepare for more advanced investigation .and to. learn more about objectives

factual writing. l'%nowledge of research is also necessary for the individual

to participate in world. affairs. The research paper, bein a relatively

1onz one for a college freshman, provides an opportunity to practice some of

procedures expounded in earlier portions of the course.

Objectives

I. Goal: The student wi ll. unlerstantl the procedure for preparation of a
research pacer and will follow this prece3ure in the actual
composition of this project.

Objective: 1. A- ter a very careful. fa.aminatien ef the "Gt7meral
Ins .ructions for the Rt.,,sporr.h Paper" as well as
textual informations the stunt shall secure and
bring to class at least two library cards, if he
has not already done soone must he from &ICC and
the other from either a public library or from the
UCLA library.

2. Outside of Clatifis the student will care-Fully read
ruckleberrr Pirin bearing in mind treat at pro-
vide ti17-5a;m:Es torhis research projuct.

3. The student will tentatively determine the 'subject
for his paper, selecting it either from suggestions
provided by the instructor or by Sere other which
he has derived from his reading. If another topic
is,selecteds the student rust discuss it with the
instructor for approval betore preceeding.

4. In class, the student will:practice the proper note-
taking procedure, using source material provided by
the instructor. Ile will be prepared to read aloud the
notes he takes,. for the purpose of comparison with
other students, in order to illuminate the best possible
method.



I. Objective:

th,

5. Outside of class, the stulent will begin gathering
his reading matellals and compiling his bibliography

on 3 x S cardqe.nEter determining the specific subject
and formlating the thesis.

6. Outside of class, 11T steJent will proceed with his

research, taing rotes on 4 x 6 note cards.

7. In class, the student will prepare footnotes and

b/b3iouarhy, sanplo factual infornation pro-
vided, to demonstrate his ability to follow the

procek!ure correctly. The rules to nehere to are
those of The MALule Sheet some of which has been
reproduccir W7ala, tcb CAI 1017 vith other instructions

for the research paper.

8. Outside of class, the student will prepare an outline

of his paper which he will subinit, together with his

note cards and bibliographical cnrdse to the instruc-

tor by the followipg :Imlay. They will be checked
for correctness of rethod and returned to the student.
The student whose outlineeindeards are incorrect is

required to ral:e an appointment with the instructor
for clarification before he continues with his research

papers

9. The stueent will write the rots h daft of his paper.
This should be carefully read and refined before the
finished copy is typed. The research paper is clue

Donst Corget: it roust be accompanied7r
TE/774777bd footnote sources.



ENGLISH OBJECTIVES: SET # .2.



VI. Unkt, 1 Mi.t,..1.ngLtIloyfaigraple

A. The Student will be able to organize his written ideas in an

acceptable paragraph pattern.

Objective 1. Given a list of paragraphs, with each sentance in each

paragraph numbered, the student will select the run-

together sentance and note it by number. The work is

to be done in class, within 15 minutes, to 8C accuracy.

Objective 2. Given a list of sentances, each written on three lines,

the student will select the line which contains a word
improperly used and designate it by letter. The work

is in class, within 15 minutes, to 905 accuracy.

Objective 3. Given a list of paragraphs, with each sentance in each

paragraph numbered, the student will select tho

sentance fragment and note it by muter. The York is

to be done in class, within 15 minutes, to 90% accuracy.

Objective 4. Given a list of sentances, the student will select

those which meet the criteria of topic sentances,

in class, within 20 minutes, to 8C% accuracy.

B. The Student will be able to combine paragraphs to form an

organized essay.

Objective 1. OUtside of class each student will write a paper of

300 .. 500 words, with no fragments, no run-on

sentances, and no more than five' punctuation errors.

The topic will be one of the five announced in class

and the student will have full access to the library.
facilities; the paper is duo in three days from

assignment.

Objective 2. Given five topics, the student, in class, will write

an essay of 250 - 300 words on one of the topics,

no fragments or run-ons allowed, misspelling will

not be penalized, no more then five punctuation

errors, no dictionaries or other aids allowed.

The entire period will be given to the task, if

needed.



VI. Unit 2 PI...erse Research Ppits.

A. Tho Student will be able to use the library effectively in
Obtaining information for his paper.

Objective 1. Given a list of the various library services noted

on the tour, the student will describe each service

in from 50 - 100 Ivords. Work to be done in class
during an entire class period, with every service
described at least in some degree.

Objective 2. The student outside of class will write a paper of

400 - 700 words identifing his procedure, step by
step, which he will use in preparing his reaseardh
project,

B. The student mill be able to prepare a research paper in

properly documented form.

Objective 1. Given the material information needed to prepare a
footnote, the student will write the footnote
in proper order, in class, within 5 minutes, with

only one error allowed.

Objective 2. Given the material for an entry in a bibliography,
the student will write the information in proper
order, in class, within 5 minutes, with only one

error allowed.

Objective 3. Outside of class time, with full use of the library
the student will write, in proper form, a research

paper on the subject he has selected from the list,

to be 10% - 15 .pages, typewritten, double-spaced, with

footnotes and bibliography. The paper is due one
month from assignment date, no more than three errors

of any kind will be aIlowed per page: spelling.,

punctuation, sentance structure, footnote form, etc.



VI. Unit 3 Speech...W.2s and Orvanization

A. Students vill understand various types of speech organization.

Objective 1. Given a list of terms the student mill identify the
terms which do or do not agree with the type of organi-
sation being described. Work to be done in class,

within 30 minutes, 80% correct.

Objective 2. Givena list of terms used in various systems of
speech organization the student will describe the
function of each term to the speech as a mhole
within 30 minutes, in class time.

B. Students will be able to analyze famous speeches of the past

as to their structure and historical setting.

Objective 1. Outside of class, the student vrill listen to the

1 record, Famous ..Syeakers of the Past, at the
Audio-Visuar Center, and write a paper of 500
650 words giving the historical setting of one
of the speeches. Fuli use of the library is
allowed, and criteria studied in class for such

evaluation must be followed.,

Objective 2. Outside class time, a paper will be written analyzing
according to our class study criteria, the structure

of the Inau,ural.Address of John.Kenneqy, of 300 - 500

words, with ulluse-cTrlibl-aiTr:

C. The Student will be able to speak in the classroom situation.

Objective 1. The student mill give a .speech to Inform on a subject
of his own ohnosing, 5 . 7 minutes long, according' to

the criteria of such spdeches to 805 accuracy, notes

are allowed.

Objective 2. The Student mill give a speech to Stimulate on a
subject chosen from the class list, 5 - 7 minutes,
according to the criteria for such speeches to LIZ

accuracy, notes are allowed.

Objective 3. During the final two weeks of the course, the student
will speak in the classroom from 5 - 7 minutes on

a pre-assigned subject demonstrating one of the three
types of emphasis studied in class to 8Z accuracy.
One side of a 3X5 note card Trill be allowed for notes.



VI. unit 4 Critical .tu2Lof Paws..

A. The student mill be able to recognize the principal thought
contained in his reading.

Objective 10 Given a paragraph from a previously studied essay,
the student will select the statement which most
identifies the content of the paragraph. In class,
within 40 minutes, to 805 accuracy.

Objective 2. Given a poem, previously studied in class, the student
will select the description which identifies the
most comprehensive meaning of the poem.

B. The student will gain a functional use of an increased
vocabulary.

Objective 1. Given a group of sentances with certain words under
scored, the student will select from several choices
the combinations which correctly interpret the under
scored words, in class, vrithin 30 minutes, to 8Q
accuracy.

C. The student will express himself orally and in written from
concerning the issues discussed from the essays in Pro and Con.

Objective 1. Given three sets of Pro and Con essays, each student
will select a side and deliver a .5-7 min. speech to
convince on the subject. In class, one page of notes,
according to criteria of speeches to convince to 805

accuracy.

Objective 2. Given three sets of Pro and Con essays, each student
mill write in class, his convictions as to the importance
or unimportance of the issues, 300 400 words, 50 min.

No more than 6 errors allowed. In class.

D. The student will express himself on issues of immediate concern

to him.

Objective 1. Given a list of subjeots stated as propostions to be
defended, the student will write outside of class a
paper of 500 700 words stating his position on the
matter, using the; related criteria for rational
thought presented in class. Three errors per page,
typewritten, double spaced.



1/1. Unit A4.0.14:nalzsis
of the Novel. oftow 4.1

A. Tho student will understand the method of evaluating and
analyzing the novel.

Objective 1. The student will read a novel flora the list and
describe it in class orally, identifying the parts
of the novel according to the criteria established
in class. A roaxtmun time of 18 minutes i11 be
allowed, any number of notes allowed.

Objective 2. The student will wil.te a paper on one aspect of the
analysis of his novel, written outside of class,
5-7 typewritten, doublc-spaced pages.

Objective 3. Given a list of the major bases of analysis of the
novel, the student will descr3.be each basis in
class, 25 words or loss, with 10CfS accuracy.



ENGLISH OBJECTIVES: SET # 4



Unit I

Rationale:

English lA nhould concentrate on developing the student's ability

to think critically and to communicate his ideas in discussion and

.
in essays. In subsequent college courses, he will not fail an

exam duo to five gross grammatical errors but rather duo to his

inability to understand certain concepts within the course material

and/or his failure to develop a logical argumont about the ideas

within a given work, or themes of various authors, or the efficacy

of the newest medical discoveries.

Thus the student should realize the importance of being able to

express his ideas with critical insight and logical progression.

Initially, given a relaxed atmosphere, he should be able to die.

engage his mind from a pre...occupation of "Should I say 'is' or 'are'?"

and try to express his ideas freely. Unit I is designed to

acquaint the student with the rationale and goals of the course

and to provide a relaxed atmosphere where he may express himself

without fear of rebuff or grammatical correction.

General Objective:

The student will understand tho three principal goals of English lit

and will participate in a class discussion.

Specific Objective: (First meeting)

1. In class the student will listen to Nilsson's recording of

"Everybody's Talking."
(100)

2. After listening to the recording, the student will participate

in a class discussion on the thaae of the song. (50)

3. The student will listen to a brief lecture given by the instructor

which will relate the song's theme aid the rationale and goals

of the course.
(100)

Specific Objective: (Second meeting)

1. The student will listen to Simon and Garfunkel's recordings of

'America," "Faking It," and "At the Zoo."
(100)

2. After listening to each recording, the student will participate

in a class discussion on the ideas conveyed by the song. (30)

3. Aftor listening; to all three recordings, the studont

in 25 words or lesseeeeLL.a at least one connecting idea or

thene apparent in all three recordings.
(100%)



Unit 11

Rationale:

Ideas must be communicated in basic thought patterns. The early

emphasis on paragraph construction follows the theory of building

blocks: Once the student develops the ability to write a coherent

fundamental thought unit, ho will be able to write essays which

encompass broader ideas and require greator detailing and fuller

exposition.

The student's paragrarh work will not be graded but will be returned

with coments and suggestions (with the exception of the first one

which become a test item on the final). The student must complete

four of the five assigned paragraphs in order to have completed

Unit 11. No late papers will be accepted, except in cases of dire

emergency or extended illness.

General Objective:

The student will be able to write a paragraph of at least five

sentences The sentences will contain a minimum of grammatical

errors and will reflect logical thought developMeret

Specific
First 1k.

Yon. 1.

2.#

Objective:

The student trill listen to the Beatles' "All the Lonely People:"
W11411404?

Given four possible themes of the song, the student will choose

the one ho feels most appropriate and will write, in class,

a paragraph between 100 and 120 words discussing his reasons

for choosing that theme.
(1001)

1. The student will have road pgs. 18.22 in ijkltApz:I:;,Ill A EIT22:La4 ('; 1P).

2. The student will listen to a lecture on the imagist movement in

poetry.

Fri. 1. The student will receive a ditto shoot of L. imagist poems and

will particiate in a class discussion of 3 of them.

2.41At hope, the student will write a para7eaph between 100 and 120

words, discussing the theme of the fourth poeel on the ditto shoot.

Second 'Tic.

Non. 1. The student, will have read 4,11?, pgs. 109-140.

2. The stl*ent will listen to a class lecture and will participate

in a class discussion on the material assigned.

Wed. 1. The student will listen to a reading of Robert Lo ell's "The

Drinl<er" and will then receive a ditto copy of the poem.

2.PIn class, in 120 words or less, he will write a paragraph

..11,TNAaii=", *7. ;"1,..-
7.'4 the.,

discus:sin:7;

siTnificance of the ending imago.
( SO%)

Fri. 1. The student will listen to a lecture on the objective

correlative; 3tudcnts who failed objective 2 on iied. should



be able to achieve the objective after listening to the lecture

and revising his parafrraph.

2:* At home, ho will examine 4 poems received in class and will

identify the objective correlative in 3 or the 4 fOOMS. ( 70A

Third Wk.
Non. 1. The student will have read WUP, pgs. 141.164.

2.3 1n class, the student will do exorcise D on pg. 163..4. (100A

Wed. 1. The student will have read WJP, pgs. 165.202.

2. The student will, listen to a lecture on diction and will

participate in class discussion.

Fri. 1. The student will view a 20 minute film.

Orin class, the student will write a paragraph of 100 to 120 words

discussing the ideas convoyed by the film.

Fourth Svc.

(100%)

Eon. 1. The student ITU]. receive and read in class a ditto shoot

of excerpts from lleningway's The Sun Also Rises.

2. The student will listen to a lecture on the relationship between

Hemingway's style and his themes.

Wed. 1. The student will receive and read in class a ditto sheet on

excerpts from Fitzgerald's The GreatGatsby.

2. The student will listen to a lecture on Fitzr,:erald's style

and its relation to his themes.

Fri. lain class, the student will identify two excerpts from The amn

Also Rises and The qreat Gat,by on a given ditto sheet. He

ti' i then write a 120 word paraf;Taph eonnenting on the difference

in style.
(80/0

Fifth Wk.
1. The student will listen to a lecture on the grammatical problems

occurring most frequently in the class! work.

Wed. 1. The student will have read MP, pgs.

Fri.

The student will listen to a lecture an& participate in a class

discussion. " .

1.**'.==.7.7.LIAobjective test on problems most frequently occuring in

class I work.
(7aA



Unit III

Rationale:

The student should now have completed a minimum of b -:xcrcises in

both critical thinking and paragraph construction and a:we received
suggestions and comments from the instructor on each exercise.

With such work serving as a background, the student should now bo

prepared to write 350..450 word essays in various methods of
exposition. These essays will b© written in 4ass and will be traded.
The lowest grade will be dropped, but no late papers will be
accepted except during cases of extended illness.

General Objective:

The student will be able to write in class a 350..14,50 word essay

for the six different methods of anposition: Illustration,
comparison and contrast, classification, structural analysis,
critical analysis, and extended definition.

Specific Objective:
First Wk.
Mon. 1. The student will have read wirp, pp. 55.66.

2. The student will listen to a lecture on the assigned
material.

Wed. 1. The student will have read SSM, pgs. 24, 57-8, 75-87.

2. The assigned material will be discussed in class.

Fri. 1. The student will write during class hour an essay of
illustration consisting of 350.1.60 words
Sample question:
fraying read the following selections based on the racial
problem, in your essay, make a general point about this
problem, and illustrate it with at least two references
to the readings: 24, 57..3, 75-37, 159-166.

Second Wk.
1. The student will read Rod 7:1euents "Stanyan Street"

from a given ditto sheet and then will listen to the
poem put to music by Glenn Yarborough.

The student will participate in a class discussion conparirag
and contrasting the effectiveness of the different media
in presenting the theme of th© poem.

Wed. 1. The student will have read SS1t, pzs

2. The student will listen to the record "In the Year 2525."

3. The student will. particpate in a class discussion comparing
and contrasting the attitudes of the two media.



Fri. 1. '.!'ho student will write in' class an essay of comparison
and contralt of at least 350 words from a topic
listed on the blackboard.

Third :look
1:on. 1. The stwlen will have road WP, pgs. 67v1;9.

2. The student will listen to a lecture on classification.

":Ted. 3.. 1..'ho student will have road 5%4 pgs. 61, 131.2, 97, 28,
176.160, 197.9.

2. The student will participfl.te in a class discussion on tho
assiped naterial.

Fri. 1. The student ?An write an essay of at least 400 wds.
exemplifying a classification topic previously chosen
and outlined outside or class.
Sample topics:
Choose ono:
1. three types of poais in SSII
2. three types of stories in SSI4
3. throe typos of paintings in S51.1

Fourth Wk.
Mon. 1. The student mIll havo read WWP, pe;s. 45.54.

The student will listen to a class lecture.

The studen will have read SSM, pubs. 76-7, 58-9, 140.1
165, 187.

::ed.

2.

1.

2.

Fri. 1.

Fifth ,d1c.
il.A40[10 1.

2.

ued. 1.

Fri.. 1.

Sfie,:th
1.

The student will participate in a class discussion on
the critical analysis of these assianed poons.

The student will write an essay of 400 words o.nalyming
the structilre of Robert Lowell's poem, "The Union Dead."
The essay -Jill be done in class.

The student will have read 219.235; pi's. 75.67.

The studeltt will listen to a lecture on the critical analysis
of literature.
The student wi l listen to a lecture discuesing the most
freauent m..a1-.1f:zatical and structural nroblen3 eNhibited
in the di t.? elsays.

The ste.c3ent will 7r.eito n onen.:cock critical analysis of.
a short tor aosi,-ned at the end of last class. The
essay be :rritten in class and will he betvreen 350..450 words.

The student will have read SS-21, Ins. 15-',...138, 109..91, 146-
150, 223.226.

2. . The stuclent lis ten to a class lecture on. the assigned
vlaterial.

1. The s tistdrel. pnrticil)ate in a clrtss discussion of the



assizned material.

Fri. 1. Tho student will write an essay on extended definition between
350-450 words, to bo vritten in class. (Definitions of given term
Sanp le question: already looked up before class
Choose one of the terms below. Begin your essay with naterial
from several. lf.k.r13e dictionaries. a/Amid your definition
with illustrative ouotes from the SSi.1 selections indicated.
1. "satire" pg. 13, 3.07, 189
2. "syribolisn" any three poems in SS":1

3. "slanted writing" p 3.46
"art" P. 225, 223.A.



Unit IV
1111010.11,01111 11111,..

Rationale:

Experience in the proper procedures of writing a research paper

will prove valuable to the student intent on pmrsuing a college

career. At the four.year college, ho will bo continually required

to compile research pates and utilize the library, rozardless of

his rajor specialization.

No student will pass the course with a grade of "D" or bettor unless

he submits a term paper of 1500 words.

General Objective:

The student will write a coherent, unified research paper of 1500

words which favorably demonstrates the student's ability .

in critical analysis and lozical thowht progression. The paper

may be either on a controversial subjectinuch as "The Legalization

of F:arijuana" or on a literary subjee such as "The Symbolism in

The Levi of the Flies " In either case, the student's research

snoula result in the student's drawing a ow:lea:poll about the

subject.

Specific Objective:
First Wk.
Yon. 1. The student will have road ;Ti', pgs. 251.255

2. The student will listen to a lecture on the goals of the

research paper.

Wed. 1. The student will submit 3 topics for his research paper

in order of preference.

2. The student will meet in the library and hear a lecture

by the head librarian.

Fri. 1. The student will receive approval on one of his topic choices.

2. The student will have read Caravan, egs. 1.29.

3. The clAss will meet in the library and examine same biblio.

eranhy cards.

'. en ond 1:;k.

:on. 1. The stedent will have read Caravan, p3s. 3O...1.

2. The class will met, in the library azd examine sample note cards.

::ed. 1. In class, the student "eill work on the outline for the term

paper and cencelt with the instructor.

Contineation of feelleeday's objective.

The student will have road. Caravan, As. 42.50.
Fri. 1.

Third S.
::on. 1.

2. To c-nicnt lictcn.to a lecture on pla,za-Asm.

It e stprImnt York' on note cards -In class.



Third 'dk.
1. The student will havo read Caravan, pgs. 42.0.

2. The student will listen to a lecture. (Topic: Documentation)

Wed. 1. The student will work on note cards in class.

1. The student turn in bibliography and note cards and
topic outline.

Fourth Wk.
Non. 1. The student will havo road Caravan, Pgs.

LP-

2. The student will listen to a lecture. (Topic: Writing' Rough Draft)

1. In class, the student will work on the rough draft for
his paper (following approval of his outline).

Fri. 1. The student will turn in his rough draft.

2. The student will partici!)ato in a discussion of the
problems ho is encountering in his work on tho paper.

Fifth Wk.
Nen. 1. The student tr 11 have road UP, pos. 342..362.

2. The student will listen to a lecture on logical fallacies.

Wed. 1.)t The student will be given an objective exercise to determine
his ability to cite logical fallacies. (70)

Fri. 1. The stttdont will consult with the instructor on any problems

he is having before beginning the final copy of the paper.
Sixth ..1k.
Eon. 1. In class, the student will work on the final copy of his

term paper.

wed. 1. Continuation of .1cdnesdayis objective.

Fri. 1. The student turn in his final copy of the term paper.

2. The instructor will review the 'goals of 'the final exam.

3. The student :712.1 have read pgs. 205-23.3 prior to the
final exam.


